
Theme Weeks 

Who Am I? (September needs a jazzier title)   

House team work: Opportunities to work cross phase in house teams for an afternoon on sports, bonding 

activities to welcome new members and elections. Defining their team with a motto, logo etc.  If it was tied in 

with fete could they organise a stall and help with that?? 

Outcomes 

- Activities to focus upon a key personality question. 

- Children to make a decision at the beginning of the week about what type of person they are. 

Following activities children will revisit their decision at the end of the week. 

- Decisions to be recorded on a sheet with the activities that have helped them reach that 

understanding .The sheet will follow children through the school so that by Yr6 they have a rounded 

view of themselves. 

- Children would revisit the focus question at a later year to also consider how they have changed as 

they have matured. 

Yr3/5 - What type of thinker am I?  

Right brain vs left brain 

Think outside the box or follow the rules? 

 

Moving between demonstrations, hands-on experimentation, film clips, question and answer, and individual 

and group play, everyone will discover surprises and puzzles in this ancient game. Go is accessible at many 

levels and teachers are delighted to find everyone able to participate successfully. The more able pupils see 

vast creative possibilities, start-up clubs, take part in tournaments and even continue learning about Go for the 

rest of their lives. The less formally academic discover they have the ability to think ‘out of the box’ 

successfully. Go is an excellent tool for looking at learning, patterns, space, efficiency, balance and judgment. 

Strategies and tactics are investigated. Pupils gain confidence and insight. Any particular topics you choose can 

be linked into the presentation. 

 

Yr 1 and 3 How do I express myself? 

Introvert vs Extrovert 



Writer or a talker- given the task of presenting an idea how would they choose to do it? 

Body Language- what does different body language indicate. 

Personal space 

How can I use my voice to communicate regardless of words? 

Directing partners without words etc. 

 

Electric Cabaret   Spend the day in silence and laughter 

Electric Cabaret's Mime Workshop is an immersive experience. Aimed at giving greater understanding of ones 

own physicality, the power of non verbal communication is essential for the evolving actor 

 

Yr R and Yr N- What am I good at?  

Developmental challenges- can you touch your nose with your tongue etc. 

Carousel activities to make a choice (Yr1) 

Treasure hunts around school (Yr1) 

 

 Circus skills reinforce positive learning 

 Circus skills encourage creative thinking 

 Circus skills promote cross curricular education 

 Circus skills instill enthusiasm in the learning process 

 Circus skills boost Self Confidence 

 Circus skills aid Social & Personal Development 

 Circus skills enhance kinaesthetic skills 

 Circus skills provide a fun gateway into physical education 

 Learning Circus skills develops language skills 

 Circus skills increase Self-esteem and self-awareness 

 Circus skills make everyone smile, Teachers included 

 Circus Skills Workshops WITHOUT our Circus tent include a show/demonstration of Circus skills, plus 
workshops for each class (up to 35 children at a time). For Nursery upwards and for up to 320 children 
per day. £275+travel+VAT. 

 

http://www.circussensible.co.uk/circus-skills-workshops-in-schools/Circus-Skills-Workshops-in-Schools.html


 

Yr 2 and Yr6  How do I cope under pressure/with challenges? 

Workshop: Problem solving company  

http://www.theproblemsolvingcompany.co.uk/primary-junior-school-team-building.htmlImplicit/explicit 

learning  

Memory tricks and tests 

Trying to recall/remember information with distractions 

Implicit vs explicit learning 

How can teachers gain time for assessments? 

TAs to supervise/support during workshops? 

Practical activities in class if on a cycle/shared should require less preparation than literacy/numeracy etc. 

SLT/Non class based staff to be allocated a house team and to lead during house activities.  

 

Spring Term 

Equalities, Disability and Healthiness 

 

Summer Term 

Money/Earning an honest living/Careers 

Yr 1 and 2  

Yr 3 and 4 

 

These workshops are entirely discussion based but have the use of introductory hard-hitting films, 

independently developed and produced by our experienced instructors. These are a modern, fresh and 

current dramatisations of real life scenarios, using voluntary young people from across London. You can 

decide on the topic(s) you would like to cover. We offer 25 discussion sets, of which 10 are Health based, 

10 are Crime based 

Yr 5/6  


